Abstract-Typical formulations of the optimal power flow (OPF) problem rely on what is termed the "bus-branch" model, with network electrical behavior summarized in the Y bus admittance matrix. From a circuit perspective, this admittance representation restricts network elements to be voltage controlled and limitations of the Y bus have long been recognized. A fixed Y bus is unable to represent an ideal circuit breaker, and more subtle limitations appear in transformer modeling. In power systems parlance, more detailed approaches to overcome these limitations are termed "node-breaker" representations, but these are often cumbersome, and are not widely utilized in OPF. This paper develops a general network representation adapted to the needs of OPF, based on the Sparse Tableau Formulation (STF) with following advantages for OPF: (i) conceptual clarity in formulating constraints, allowing a comprehensive set of network electrical variables; (ii) improved fidelity in capturing physical behavior and engineering limits; (iii) added flexibility in optimization solution, in that elimination of intermediate variables is left to the optimization algorithm. The STF is then applied to OPF numerical case studies which demonstrate that the STF shows little or no penalty in computational speed compared to classic OPF representations, and sometimes provides considerable advantage in computational speed.
, [4] . However, a strict nodal analysis disallows many standard circuit elements by its requirement that each element's current(s) be expressible a function of its current(s) [5] . In a power systems context, the Y bus formulation imposes similar restrictions; e.g. a fixed Y bus is unable to represent ideal circuit breakers in the network, because one cannot describe the current through the element as a function of voltage when the breaker is closed. These limitations spur growing recognition of the value of node-breaker representations [6] , [7] , that allow realistic representation of substation reconfiguration via circuit breakers in contingency analysis. However, much of the literature seeking to develop advanced OPF algorithms has remained focused on Y bus formulations, and lacks the generality of node-breaker representations.
The work of this paper will seek to gain the flexibility of general node-breaker formulations, while adopting a straightforward, algorithmic approach to network constraint formulation that is well suited to the OPF. To this end, it is worthwhile to briefly review comparable developments in the history of computer-aided analysis tools for electronic circuit design. While this is a vast literature, relevant early milestones applying optimization in automated network design include [8] , [9] and in particular [10] . The "Sparse Tableau Formulation (STF)" was particularly advocated by IBM for electronic design in the context of circuit optimization. While it failed to achieve the wide-spread adoption enjoyed by its contemporary and competitor SPICE [11] , the circuit analysis program ASTAP [12] , [13] developed by IBM successfully utilized STF. The benefits of a STF-based formulation for power flow equations were explored in the late 1970's by [14] , but have received little attention in subsequent decades. With advances in optimization algorithms, and in particular with automated elimination techniques that reduce penalties associated with the retention of large numbers of variables in a sparse formulation, this paper seeks to demonstrate that the STF is particularly well suited to Optimal Power Flow.
The organization of this paper is as follow. Section II reviews the general Sparse Tableau Formulation from a standard circuit analysis perspective. Section III then examines special cases and requirements associated with the power system application that allow simplification of general Sparse Tableau Formulation. Section IV discusses the relationship between the STF and the Y bus in those cases for which both may be applied, examines non-typical network elements for whose modelling the Sparse Tableau Formulation provides particuar advantageous. The application to representative OPF examples in a general purpose optimization tool [15] , along with comparisons of computational speed between the STF and Y bus formulations, is described in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
Here, we review the key steps in constructing STF circuit constraint equations [5] . As case of interest in power systems, we give special attention to two-port circuit elements, and assume that the circuit analysis is conducted with respect to complex phasor branch or port currents, denoted i, complex phasor branch or port voltages, denoted v, and complex node voltages, denoted V . Note that all equality constraints below are complex.
Step 1. Write a complete set of linearly independent KCL equations, employing the node-to-element reduced incidence matrix A:
Step 2. Write a complete set of linearly independent KVL equations:
Step 3. Write the element constituative equations. If the circuit elements are all affine linear, these may be written as:
Equations (1), (2) , and (3) are the tableau equations. For an element represented as two-port, v and i quantities appear in "port-pairs," as illustrated in the figure bleow. Fig. 1 . Two port representation and its matrix form A transmisson line is the two-port element appearing perhaps most commonly in the power systems model. In this context, port a quantites are typically termed "sending end" positive sequence voltage and current, and port b quantities termed "receiving end." A two-port element's constitutive relations place two independent algebraic constraints on the four variables (v a , i a , v b , i b ) to specify the element's behavior. For each network element k, in the case of complex, phasorbased analysis, these constraints take the general implicit form
With all element equations composed together as f (v, i) = 0, observe that the element constitutive equation (3) in the linear tableau equation is a special affine case of f (v, i) = 0; in particular:
To illustrate, consider the simple circuit shown in Figure  2 . It consists of three elements: a voltage source, an ideal transformer described by Applying the preceding steps, we can construct KCL, KVL and element constitutive equations as following KCL:
Linear Element Equations: (8)
As described above, incidence matrix A and corresponding two constant matrices F v , F i are immediately identifiable in the construction.
Therefore, we observe that the circuit is linear if f its branch equations can be written in the form of F v , F i , and time-invariant if f both F v , F i are constant with repect to time. As we will see in the next section, standard power system elements within the transmission network are linear and time-invariant; however, we wil argue that for models common used in OPF, generators and loads may be represented as nonlinear current sources/sinks. DEFINITION 3.1. (The Tableau Matrix) Since (6), (7) and (8) which constitute the tableau equation consist of a system of linear equations, it is convenient and more illuminating to rewrite them as a single matrix equation 
The tableau matrix T is as it is shown in (9) often very sparse, thereby allowing highly efficient numerical algorithms with a computer programming language. This is also why it is called sparse tableau analysis. In general, it can be recast into the compact matrix form with 0 and I denoting a zero and a unit matrix of appropriate dimension.
III. SPARSE TABLEAU FORMULATION FOR POWER SYSTEM NETWORKS
This section carefully manipulates and applies the process of Sparse Tableau Formulation described in the previous section for power system networks. Standard power system network elements are represented as a two-port element and transmission matrix representation is employed to build branch equations for each network element. With all variables (port voltages v, port currents i, node voltages V and node current I) defined, the corresponding incidence matrix A is constructed to impose linear KCL and KVL equations. PROPOSITION 1. (Sparse Tableau Formulation for power system network) Standard power system networks can be cast into the compact matrix form using the sparse tableau matrix (10) with time-invariant circuit elements implying constant F v , F i matrices, with each network element being a non-independent source and with each bus having current source implying u s = I. This Sparse Tableau Formulation is shown as following Sparse Tableau Formulation for power system network:
where I represents externally injected current source from generators or loads. Reasoning for the proof of this proposition is discussed systematically from the next section.
A. Network Elements Modeling P roof. First step to prove the PROPOSITION 1 is to consider the standard power system network circuit elements, which are a two-port element as depicted in Figure 1 to construct branch equations. Typical examples of two-port network elements would be transmisson lines and transformers. In OPF applications, transmission lines are often considered in terms of their π-equivalent circuit, rather than in the two-port [ABCD]-transmission matrix. Hence, their data is typically provided as the three real-value parameters R, X and B, with associated complex series impedance for line given by Z = R + jX and shunt Y = jB. At the sending end and receiving end ports, terminal behavior equivalent to the twoport may be captured in a circuit composed only of of simpler two-terminal elements [16] , as shown in Figure 3 .
However, in standard power systems textbook presentations, one then recovers a two-port constitutive relation consistent wth (4) by constructing the "Transmission Matrix".
To adapt the equations (12) to the Sparse Tableau Formulation (11), we can re-write the branch equation as Linear Element Equation for transmission line:
thereby obtain the corresponding constant F v and F i matrices for the network element of transmission line. The other typical network element is a transformer. Here, voltage gain of transformer is expressed as complex scalar T to account for phase shifting transformers (real-value voltage gain is for an ideal step up/down transformer allowing only voltage magnitude to change). Then, the corresponding transmission matrix representation is
This can be equivalently re-written as Linear Element Equation for transformer:
For each of these cases, it is straightforward to identify the corresponding constant F v and F i matrices. Note that for these very typical network elements, (13) and (15) contain only constant coefficients, have no independent sources, and therefore are simple linear functions.
B. Construction of the incidence matrix A
Remaning constraints are simple linear expressions imposing KVL and KCL interconnection constraints. Since a nodeto-element incident matrix A is defined over all network elements, we need to organize all network element variables (port voltages and port currents):
where l is number of network elements. Goal of KCL is to efficiently to assemble the right hand side of the general current balance equation. To this end, the incidence matrix is then composed entirely of values of 1 or -1 or 0 by the following rule: where I ∈ C N is the node complex current injection from generators or loads; i ∈ C 2l is the complex branch current carried away from node by network elements. We can also use A to relate port voltages to bus voltages in a manner that guarantees KVL is automatically satisfied. Similarly, linear voltage law of KVL is written as
where V ∈ C N is bus voltages. The equation (18) is to assign the correct bus voltage to any port voltage of a port connected to that bus. Now, to construct the sparse tableau matrix (11), F v and F i can be defined as
where F v and F i are block diagonal matrix composed of previously described F k,v , F k,i matrices. Finally, with marices F v , F i , A and variables v, i, V , I as defined above, we can describe power system networks using the Sparse Tableau Formulation by Sparse Tableau Formulation for power system:
Notice that here we define current source elements I and this introduces a special class of nonlinear one-port element in Figure 4 to describe power system network for power flow analysis. Then, nonlinear element equation as a equation (4) for current source I j for bus j can be defined by Nonlinear Element Equations: Notice that S j = S g,j − S d,j , i j = I j , and v j = V j implying
where S g,j and S d,j are specified apparent power generation and load at bus j. Notice that equation (21) is similar to approach in traditional Gauss-Seidel formulation of power flow [16] and is equivalent to S j = V j I * j , which is typical "power balance equation".
C. Illustrative example with three-bus system
This section details the STF for power system networks by providing an illustrative example with three-bus system depicted in Figure 5 . Notice that this system consists of 
Notice that each row corresponds to the node and each twocolumn corresponds to port a or b of the network element.
Then, branch equations for each network element can be constructed with F 1 ,v , F 2 ,v , and F 3 ,v
Similarly, F 1 ,i , F 2 ,i , and F 3 ,i can be constructed as
where Z k , Y k are parameters for the network element k . Here, we only consider transmission lines for the network element, but F v and F i for transformers can be easily constructed by (15) . Next, we can define all corresponding variables as
and then the STF for this three-bus system network is expressed as 
IV. PROPERTY OF SPARSE TABLEAU FORMULATION

A. Relationship with Y bus
Standard power system network uses the admittance matrix Y bus to model power system networks. Y bus ∈ C N ×N represents the nodal admittance of the buses in power system networks by writing KCL equations at nodes/buses in terms of node voltages, which is referred to "nodal analysis". A more general prodecure for constructing the Y bus can be found [3] , [4] . Here, we analyze the relationship between the Y bus and STF by constructing the Y bus from the STF. 
To relate the Y bus to the Sparse Tableau Formulation, we perform an algebraic reduction to obtain (31) from the Sparse Tableau Formulation. Consider the full Sparse Tableau Formulation:
With these equations, we can solve for i such that
Then, substitute the KVL equation v = A T V , yielding
This demonstrates that the Y bus formulation may be viewed as a simple algebraic elimination of variables from the STF and this elimination requires a restrictive assumption that F i is a full rank matrix, which also requires a full rank condition of each F k,i matrix. This lemma shows that the STF is more general modeling approach, in the sense that Y bus is obtained from the STF only with the restrictive assumption that F i is invertible. Important network elements such as an ideal transformer and circuit breaker fail this requirement.
B. Non-typical Network Elements using the Sparse Tableau Formulation
Part of the argument for the Sparse Tableau Formulation lies in the convenience with which non-typical network elements may be treated, in contrast to the Y bus formulation, that often requires "tricks" in handling such elements. In this section, we provide three examples for non-typical network elements: 1) Ideal Transformer, 2) Circuit Breaker, and 3) Three-Winding Transformer.
Non-typical Element 1. (Ideal Transformer) Consider an ideal transformer model (15) Ideal transformer:
It can be easily checked that F i is not invertible, which implies that modeling approach with the Y bus fails to model the ideal transformer as a stand-alone element. Power system specialists will recognize that in Y bus formulations, and ideal transformer is never treated "stand-alone." Rather, series or shunt impedances representing leakage and/or magnetizing reactances are always added. 
Circuit breaker :
Similarly, F i is not guaranteed invertible for both breaker positions, which implies that modeling approach with a fixed Y bus fails to model the circuit breaker. Instead, the Y bus based analysis must rely on "topology processing," which may be viewed as a means to compute and switch between families of different Y bus matrices, depending on breaker settings.
Non-typical Element 3. (Three-Winding Transformer) In power system networks, there is a small number of threewinding transformers best represented as three-ports depicted in Figure 6 . Traditional Y bus approach to model the threewinding is to use the equivalent impedances Z p , Z s and Z t [17] , [18] , [19] , and the magnetizing current and core losses are modelled as a magnetizing branch. Arbitrary location of the magnetizing branch is one of the drawbacks of this approach. In addition, this modeling approach with the Y bus can create numeric difficulties, because in most large transformers the value of Z s is very small or even negative. The use of non-physical negative impedances, while common practice, is arguably undesirable and unrealistic. However, the modeling of three-winding transformer becomes simple and accurate with the Sparse Tableau Formulation. Consider the ideal conditions for a three-winding transformer (which are similar to those of two-winding ideal transformer):
Linear Element Equations for three-winding transformer:
Thus, we can easily model a three-winding transformer as a three-port network element with the Sparse Tableau Formulation.
V. OPF NUMERIC CASE STUDIES EMPLOYING THE SPARSE TABLEAU FORMULATION
This section applies the STF to optimal power flow problem. The optimal power flow determines decision variable values that produce an optimal operation point for the power system network in terms of a specified objective function with both network constraints and engineering constraints. The sum of individual generator cost functions is typically chosen as the objective function. Define an individual generator cost function as follow:
The OPF problem is non-convex due to the nature of the power flow equation [20] and it is, in general, hard to obtain a guaranteed global solution. Non-convexity of the OPF problem has made solution techniques an ongoing research topic since the problem was first introduced by Carpentier in 1962 [21] .
A. Optimal Power Flow with the Sparse Tableau Formulation
Given a connected power system with N the set of all buses, G the set of all generators and L set of all transmission line, suppose that generators and loads connected to the network are specified by the active and reactive power they inject and withdraw at node respectively. So associated with each bus j, net complex power injection is S j = P j + jQ j where P j = P g,j −P d,j and Q j = Q g,j −Q d,j . In OPF, P j and Q j will be a decision variables for bus j corresponding to a generator, and net complex power injection S j is given as nonlinear element equations with the equation (21) . Then, a representative OPF problem might take the following form:
One of the benefit to use the STF for OPF problem is an explicit appearance of variable i, current flow on branch, so that thermal line limits with current magnitude as a superior choice [22] can be easily incorporated without an additional effort to express the equation of current flows.
REMARK 1. (Experiment for Computational Time) Sparse
Tableau Formulation of OPF problem is compared with two standard OPF problems; the polar power-voltage and rectangular current-voltage formulation selected as preffered formulations in terms of computational time [23] . Problems are formulated in GAMS and solver KNITRO is selected based on the experience that there are a couple of advantages that KNITRO has over other solvers [24] . TABLE I  COMPARISON OF ACOPF PROBLEMS   TABLE I shows the objective value and computational time of three ACOPF formulations. Notice that because REC-IV-Y bus and REC-STF limit current magnitudes rather than apparent power on lines, the solutions tend to be slightly different than the POLAR-Y bus formulation. Three formulations show that a similar computational time is required to solve the problem for most test cases, and POLAR-Y bus or REC-IV-Y bus or REC-STF is more superior than others for some cases, which demonstrates that the Sparse Tableau Formulation of OPF preserves the computational efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the Sparse Tableau Formulation (STF) for power system networks. After deriving the STF for power system networks, an illustrative example with three-bus system is given for developing of a concrete understanding. Then, relationship with the Y bus formulation is studied, and it has shown that the Y bus formulation is one of the special modeling approach from the STF with the restrictive assumption that F i matrix needs to be invertible. Specific network elements in which the STF becomes useful include three non-typical network elements: ideal transformer, circuit breaker and three-winding transformer.
For computational comparison, optimal power flow problem is constructed with the STF. It shows the benefit of having current flow i as a variables to impose thermal line limits and is compared with standard ACOPF formulation. The experiment demonstrates that the equivalent computational efficiency of the Sparse Tableau Formulation for OPF problem.
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